SUBMIT YOUR RESEARCH TO THE 2021
REGENERON SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH

Your science, engineering or math research may be eligible for the Regeneron Science Talent Search (Regeneron STS), the nation’s oldest and most prestigious STEM competition for high school seniors. Awards total $3.1 million annually, including a top prize of $250,000. All science fair students who are eligible may apply.

You are eligible if:
• You have completed individual, independent science, engineering or math research at any time in your life (team research is not eligible)
• You are attending school in the US (some US citizens living abroad are also eligible)
• You will be completing your last year of secondary school in November 2020 when the application is due
• If applicable, your project involving humans or animals falls within the rules and has appropriate prior approvals

You will need to submit:
• Essay Questions
• Recommendations (submitted by adults in a special online system)
• Scientific Research Report
• Test Scores (optional)
• Transcripts

THE APPLICATION PERIOD FOR REGENERON STS 2021 IS JUNE 1 TO NOVEMBER 12, 2020.
SOCIETYFORSFECIENCE.ORG/REGENERON-STS
Students may submit research completed in any year of high school.